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To Access the USTA Online Tournament Sanction System: 

 

Organizational #______________________Password____________________ 

 

1. Have your Organizational USTA Number & Password.  

 

2. Go to: www.chicago.usta.com.  On the left side go to : Tournament Directors & Coaches. On 

the pull down go to: Schedule Administration & click on the link. 

 

3. Use your ORGANIZATIONAL USTA number and password.   

(These should be the same as you use for TDM.)  If you have never set a password  

before, it will just be your USTA organization # again.   

If you forget your password, you may contact the TennisLink team at:  

linkeam@usta.com to have it reset. 

 

4. This will display a list of all previously sanctioned tournaments by your organization. 

 

TO SANCTION A NEW TOURNAMENT OR ONE THAT WAS HELD IN THE PAST: 

 

To Copy a tournament (forward a tournament you have held in the past) into the next year. 

 

To Sanction a totally New tournament for the next year. 
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REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR A NEW TOURAMENT:   

Tournament Name (For Junior Tournaments add Level 6 or 7 in name of tournament),  (Sample:  

Junior Jamboree - Level 6).  

Start Date.   

Organizational USTA #  
Please note:  The tournament director USTA # will NOT work unless your district administrator has set you up in a special data-

base - this is NOT required for sanctioning. 

REQUIRED FOR COPIED TOURNAMENT 

Confirm automatically updated information and make any needed changes to Start Dates or Name 

of Tournament. * Denotes required Fields. 

Tournament Name & 
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The SUMMARY page is the 1st page you see.  You cannot make any changes on this page. 

To make changes to this tournament follow left to right across the gray tabs. 

The second tab is the ORGANIZATION tab.  This information should reflect what you want the player to see as 

an mailing address, site or contact for this tournament.  If this is different than your organizational info please  

uncheck this box.  If you don't your changes won't stay.   

If the information is NOT correct on your membership you should email memberservices@usta.com. 
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The CONTACT tab is where you set up contact information for this specific tournament.  

Again, the Tournament Director portion will only work if you have been pre-setup by your dis-

trict.  The Organizer field can be used for the tournament director info.  Please fill out the 

Referee if you have this information. 

The DATES tab is very important - make sure all dates including the 'Entries Open' & 'Entries 

Close' dates are correct along with the time you wish registration to end.  

* Denotes a required field 

Tournament  

Direct Name &  

Email 

Required 
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ENTRY INFO tab is the MOST important tab.  When setting your fee, you must pick from one of 4 Entry Fee Method 

Types.   

These fees are defined as follows: 

*Flat Fee: One Fee for as many events as you are allowed to play in.  (I.E. $40 for playing singles & Dbls & Mixed Dbls) 

*First/Additional:  Player is charged for each separate event entered (I.E. $30 for B14s, $30 for B16s, $15 for B14d) 

By Event: Player is charged a different amount for each event (I.E. $15 for B12s, $30 for B14s, $15 for B12d, $15 for 

B14d) 

Fee Table: Different amount is charged based on # of events and what events are entered. 

 

The 1st two fee types are highly recommended.  If you want to charge $30 for singles and $15 for doubles, but doubles if 

free with Singles, use the First/Additional and put those amounts in, but a Max fee of $30 then limit the # of singles events 

allowed to 1.   

To limit the number of EVENTS each player is allow to enter, use these boxes:  These boxes will limit the number of sin-

gles and doubles even one player can enter. 

NOTE: This is NOT where the draw size limit is listed. 

For this tournament to accept Online Registration you must click this box: 

You must set the ENTRY TYPE to one of the following: 

OPEN: Open to all players, Closed by Section:  Only Midwest Players allowed to enter 

Closed by District:  Only players from your District allowed to enter,       Restricted or Invitational:  Will not restrict 

to only Invited or Club players, but will notify them that it is limited. 

PLAYER SELECTION  TYPE:  You must choose one of the following: 

No Selection Process :  

All players will automatically be charged upon entry refunded 

 automatically if they withdraw ONLINE prior to deadline.) 

Tournament Director Selection Process: You must tell the system after the deadline which players to select.  The 

players will not be charged until you select them.  There will be a chance of Credit Card Decline if you use this process 

and you must check the Alphabetical report in the Administration system for this.  Also, you must process ALL entries 

(all ages, both singles and doubles) at one time. 

* Denotes required fields 

YOU CANNOT USE USTA SELECTION PROCESS 
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The EVENTS tab is where you set up what Age divisions along with Back Draw format.  To set the Age divisions, 

click the  ... box.  Make sure and fill in the Consolation if applies (FMC, FIC) and your level should always be either 

Satellite (novice) or Challenger.  Masters tournaments can only be determined by the USTA/Midwest Section. 

To select AGE DIVISIONS, click the appropriate box at top. Then select the DIVISIONS on the left & move it to 

the right using the arrows on the screen. You must also fill in the BACKDRAW type here. Make sure you put your 

draw limit if applicable in the box.  This will NOT limit the # of entries the system takes. 
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The GENERAL tab is for small notes to the players such as "Matches will be held at Smith Park" or "Call-ins on Wed. at 

noon"  Large amounts of information should be entered via TDM under the 'Home - General' tab.  

 ALSO -PLEASE NOTE - ALL TOURNAMENTS UNLESS DESIGNATED AS A NATIONAL OR MIDWEST 

CHAMPIONSHIP - THE CATEGORY MUST BE SET AT "LOCAL" & "LEVEL 6" PLEASE REMOVE THE 

SECTION CATEGORY OR YOUR DISTRICT WILL NOT BE ABLE TO APPROVE YOUR TOURNAMENT. 

On the SANCTION FEE tab, make sure that you determine if this is a Sanctioned or Unsanctioned event.  Also, you must  

pay by credit card.  Once you have completed this sanction, you "Click here to finish."  YOU ARE NOT DONE WITH 

THE SANCTION AT THIS POINT. 

To complete the Sanction you must go back to your list of tournaments - find this tournament, then submit it.  Until you sub-

mit, it cannot be approved.  Your credit card will not be charged until the tournament is approved. 

Credit card 
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To complete the SANCTION you must go back to your list of tournaments - find this tournament, then SUBMIT.  

Until you submit, it cannot be approved.  Your credit card will not be charged until the tournament is approved. 

After you complete the sanction forms please email: cdta@msn.com  

to have the CDTA Tournament Committee look over your completed  

sanction form for approval. 


